ANNEX III
PROJECT PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS

Guideline IMPEL-TFS Enforcement Actions
The guideline was elaborated based on the
inspection methods within Seaports and
Verification. The guideline describes the
procedures and working methods concerning
how to prepare, conduct and report joint
inspections. It was presented at the Start
conference in November 2006 and it was
discussed during the following conferences and
improved based on the feedback from the
participants. Besides that a new Guideline was
elaborated based on revised WSR 1013/2006.

Inspection plans and inspector exchange plans
These plans describe the what, who, when and where of
the joint inspections and exchange of inspectors. The
inspection and expert exchange plans contain an
overview of the planned inspections and exchanges and
they were prepared during each conference.

Communication plan
This plan aimed to demonstrate that Member
States are able to organise joint European
enforcement of transfrontier waste shipments,
as well as to inform the citizens, politicians and
companies about the cooperation with regard to
waste enforcement. The communication plan
contains the target groups, objectives,
messages and methods for communication.
Based on the communication plan several press
releases are published.

IMPEL-TFS EA Newsletter
A digital newsletter of the project IMPEL-TFS
Enforcement Actions is distributed four times to
all project participants. It is meant for all people
who are interested in the international joint
enforcement actions on waste shipments. Latest
project activities, interesting cases shared by
the project participants and waste shipment are
published.

Viadesk
Website https://vrom.viadesk.com is the virtual project
area for IMPEL-TFS Enforcement Actions Project, where
all relevant information is published. All project
participants have access to this Website from December
2006. During the project a central e-mail address was
also opened by the project support office
(impeltfsea@project.royalhaskoning.com).

Waste(s)Watch
For the purpose of daily use during waste shipment
inspections a small and handy ‘Waste(s)Watch is
developed containing practical information on the most
common waste streams.

Reports
And last but not least, after every inspection
period and every conference the results are
being reported separately. All these reports
together form the basis for this final report.

